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ABSTRACT 
 

In direction of fulfilling the purposes of Iran development long-term perspective in the horizon of 2025, 
Tehran province will be a developed province with active performance in the field of national and 
international interactions, enjoying infrastructures required for the growth of basic knowledge activities 
and role of supreme management of national development and international relations processes of the 
country. This study deals with Economic estimation of transferring the plating workshops in Tehran to 
Industrial Town with regarding the external costs through methods of cost-benefit analysis. One of the 
important results of this research is that in case of adding the external costs to the costs of transferring the 
workshop to Town, the accomplishment of plan can be justified from environment economy points of 
view and will be in direction of fixed development. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Protecting and supporting the environment have a close relationship with Economic and political 
issues of the society that in some cases there are some contradictions and conflicts among them, i.e. 
environment and Economic-political issues [3-6]. However, decrease of pollutions and created destructive 
effects in the environment in the process of stable development along with using balanced technologies is 
important for preserving health, growth and survives of the earth creatures [4]. In most of the cases, using 
suitable technologies can help protecting the environment and using sources resulted from industry 
leftovers in the form of basic sources necessary for another industry help to avoid wasting energy, 
Manpower and Economic sources. Unfortunately, pollution of the environment often faces to the lack of 
information, incomplete awareness in long term and entrance of polluter substances to the environment [2]. 
on the one hand, the growth of Industry, the limitations of land, preventing and decreasing the industrial 
polluters, Economic benefits and the remarkable role in the development of  industry, urbane and Area 
resulted from aggregation of industry in special places called Complement, Area, or industrial Towns and 
on the other hand, emphasis of the board of ministers on the approval of the year 1990, based on 
transferring the disruptive and polluter industries of Tehran city to those special places have caused the 
issue of examining cost- benefit of  transferring small plating workshops of Tehran city to Industrial Town 
regarding the external costs to be reviewed [7-11]. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

A) Hypothesis 
The Hypothesis of Research includes: 
-Ministries, state organizations and institutes show interest in the plan of transferring plating workshops of 
Tehran city to Industrial Town, as well as providing necessary supports for its accomplishment. 
-Tehran Industrial Towns Company has provided financial facilities to industrial Towns in order to create a 
ground for transferring the workshops. 
-The Profits derived from transferring the workshops to the approved industrial Towns are more than it costs. 
B) Methodology 

This research is base on two methods theoretical and purview. At first theoretical Fundamentals 
collect by relevant centers and then the environmental examining of transferring   the small plating 
workshops to industrial town to used cost – benefit.  
The process of accomplishing a model of cost- benefit analysis includes the following trend [1-8-16]: 

1- Defining the purpose of the project scope and longevity, 
2- Recognizing costs and Profits of the project 
3- Evaluating the determined costs and benefits of project 
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4- Decreased cash flows 
5- Economic analysis 

 

Examining the Costs- Benefits & External costs of transferring a Small Plating Workshop to 
Industrial Town 

In this research, the method of cost and benefit estimation are used for calculating costs and 
benefit and estimating external costs respectively. In first to been recognized cost and benefit. 
A) Examining the Costs  

The researcher referred to Industrial Town and interviewed with that Town official-in-charge with 
coordination with Tehran Industrial Towns Company in order to determine and estimate the costs of 
transferring a small plating workshop .That interview resulted in determining and estimating the costs of 
transferring a small plating workshop to that Town .That costs follow Purchasing a Land, Constructing a 
Niche and Yards, Transferring & Installing the Equipments & Installations in the New Niche, 
Transportation, Constructing the Industrial sewages Pre-Treatment, Purchasing Water, Electricity, Gas, 
Telephone Licenses and Facilities, Industrial Town Charges, Establishing a New Workshop, Increase in 
Workers' Wages [12-13-14].  
B) Examining the Benefits  

The Profits of a plating workshop activity in the approved industrial Towns for the workshop 
owner is nonpayment of some costs, including municipality charges collecting, environmental fines and 
tax [5-18]. 

 C) Examining the External costs  
The about 1200 plating workshops in Tehran city, allocation of more than 90 percents of them to 

small workshops and results obtained from the inquiry (aggregation of more than 3 percents of plating 
workshops in the limits of industrial spontaneous and unauthorized zone of   Kamard  and Khoramdasht 
and activity in Mamlou dam watershed area and in other words, 36-unit sample society located in Mamlou 
dam watershed area) [19-20], waste of a plating workshop is 20-25 cubic meters in a month, each cubic 
meter can pollute 14 to 40 cubic meter of water [9-10]. 
 

RESULTS 
 

A) Costs of Transferring  
It is assumed that the same nickel and chrome small plating workshop intend to be transferred to 

Industrial Town. The costs of that workshop transfer to the industrial Town in the year 2009 according to 
Tehran Industrial Towns Company are as follows: [17] 
-The cost of purchasing a land: 24,720$  (at first, 30 percents in cash and the rest in 30-month installment) 
-The cost of constructing a niche and yard: 26,000$ 
-The cost of old plating establishment replacement: 7,930$ 
-The cost of transportation (workers, receiving and delivery of orders): 13,800$ 
-The cost of constructing an industrial sewage pre-treatment: 700$ 
-The cost of purchasing licenses of water, electricity, gas, and telephone: 1,200$ 
-The cost of establishing   new of   workshop (Two months and a half): 6,200$ 
-The cost of annual increase in the workers' wages: 2,400$ 
-The cost of annual Town charge: 2,680$ 
there are 36 plating workshops in that zone. According to this, the costs of transferring the 36 plating 
workshops to Industrial Town are equal to 
 36 × 85,630 = 3,082,680$ 
B)Benefits of Transferring  

Benefits of transferring the plating workshops located in Tehran city to   industrial   town Can be 
considered in to points of view, industries and common people. General benefit can be seen by external 
costs. If the small plating workshops be in out of industrial  town, they should pay the costs of disregarding 
other relevant organization laws in addition of paying staid and current. Costs that consists 3 cases: 
environmental fins , taxes and imposition. If these industries can be in the industrial twon , these costs can 
use for their own aims.   
- Fines of Environment  

Using Economic-legal lever in environment was enforced for the first time in Iran in paragraph C of 
Articles 104 and 134 of the third 5-year Economic, Social and Cultural Plan[15]. According to this article, the 
polluter unit is bound to pay fines that are proportionate with the amount, type, severity of pollution, and 
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sensibility coefficient of the zone. These two articles became effective for all polluter and disruptive industries 
from the years 2001 and 2002 and by virtue environmental fines shall be notified and taken. The plating 
workshops shall be fined for lack of industrial sewage treatment system and inappropriate performance of 
sewage treatment system according to the instruction of these two articles. The environmental fines shall be 
calculated regarding the volume of exit sewage, the method of sewage sending out, sensitivity of the zone and 
the year inflation and the next year fine shall be calculated progressively in case of increase and non-
prevention of the pollution.The amount of environmental fine for a small plating workshop with monthly 25 
cubic meters exit sewage in the year 2009 is notified as 2,900$ annually. 
- The Act of Municipality Charges Collecting 

One of the other legal means for decrease industrial pollutions is Paragraph E of Article 3 of 
Urbane Charges Collecting Act approved by Islamic Consulting Assembly on the 2002 and became 
indispensable from the beginning of year 2003. According to this article, the industrial polluter units that 
their products are not final are bound to pay 1 percent of environmental charges. The environmental fines 
are taken by Environment Protection Organization and settled to the state treasury but urbane charges are 
received by each zone municipality. Therefore, those plating workshops located in cities and 95 percents of 
which lack industrial sewage treatment system for the exit sewage according to the fulfilled investigation 
include these two fines.Regarding the mentioned explanation, a small plating workshop is bound to pay 1 
percent of the annual income (Monthly income is an average of 2,500$) as the municipality charges that are 
the amount of 300$. However, a plating workshop does not pay these costs in two cases:  
1-In the case of establishing the unit in one of the approved industrial Towns; in this manner, the manager 
of the Town undertook the affairs of industrial units' produced sewage treatment and its standardization to 
the extent of environmental standards. 
2- In the case of establishing the unit out of the approved industrial Towns, it should enjoy an industrial 
sewage treatment system and standardize the exit sewage according to the environmental instruction. 
 Tax 

One of the Profits of the approved industrial Towns is exemption from tax. Those workshops 
located in a industrial Town is exempted from tax with Tehran Industrial Towns Company confirmation but 
a plating workshop located in a city should annually pay 10 percents of its net income as the property tax. 
The average amount of tax that should be paid by a small plating workshop with monthly net income 
2,500$ is 3,000$ annually.All the mentioned costs include the costs of constructing a small plating 
workshop, transferring a small plating workshop and its paid costs to the government in propounded 
conditions.Since the purpose of this study is to investigate the costs and Profits of transferring a small 
plating workshop located in Tehran city to Industrial Town, under-stairs active nickel and chrome small 
plating workshop located in that limits are considered in this study with paying attention to the fact that 90 
percents of those workshops are under stairs and that more than 3 percents of them aggregated in the 
spontaneous and unauthorized zones of Khoramdasht & Kamard located in Mamlou dam watershed area 
and.there are 36 plating workshops in that zone [20-21]. According to this, the benefit of transferring the 36   
plating  workshops to Industrial Town are equal to 36 × 6,200 =223,200$ 
C) External Costs of Transferring  

Regarding the fact that each 25 cubic meters unfiltered exit sewage of a small plating unit in the 
year 2009 was fined 2,900$ (the environmental fines are calculated according paragraph C of Articles 104 
and 134 of the third 5-year Economic, Social and Cultural Plan Act and through considering the monthly 
volume of produced sewage, sensibility of the zone, the sewage final sending out place, the amount of 
heavy metals in sewage and quantity value of different kinds of heavy metals), therefore, the cost external 
of pollution resulted from a small plating workshop activity is annually 487,200$ to 1,392,000$ regarding 
monthly 25 cubic meters unfiltered exit sewage. With calculation of about 36 active units in the limits of 
study, the total cost of pollution is annually 17,539,200$ to 50,112,000$.In this research the average of 
external costs was estimated about 33,825,600$ 
 

Conclusions 
 

In this section, the total costs and benefits of accomplishing this project is calculated for the 
coming two years and a half, because the full transfer of a small plating workshop to Industrial Town takes 
2 to 3 years according to the inquiry fulfilled from plating workshops. Because of that, the average time is 
considered in this study. The decreased cash rate should be used for calculating the future value (36 units). 
The future value is calculated by the three proposed cash rates in this study. The intended decreased rates 
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are ( 7, 10, 15)1.Base on the calculation , for getting the best results of using cost–benefit method for 
analyzing the transferring these industrial, the cost was estimated about 3,082,680$  and the benefit was 
estimated about 34,048,800$.The ratio of cost to Profit is calculated as follows according to the assumed 
rates of inflation in order to evaluate the results of this project accomplishment or non-accomplishment. 
Ratio of Benefit to Cost at Present and the assumed decreased cash rates 7,10,15 is 28.004Number, This 
figure shows that 1 < 28.004 .The show that the accomplishment of transferring the small plating 
workshops located in Tehran city limits to Industrial Town is justifiable Economical and its development 
would be stable because this ratio is more than one. 
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